INTRODUCTION
Population pharmacokinetic (PK) and/or pharmacodynamic (PD) analyses are increasingly used in drug development to analyze dose-concentration-effects relations in clinical studies ( ), to help identify differences in drug safety, efficacy, and pharmacokinetics 1 -3 the assessment of the predictability of the model. The same definition is used in the guidance on Population Pharmacokinetics of the Food and Drugs Administration (FDA) published in 1999 ( ), in which there is a section devoted to . In 2001, Yano, Beal 10 model validation and Sheiner gave their definition of : The goal of model evaluation is objective assessment of the predictive ability of a model evaluation " model for domain-specific quantities of interest, or to determine whether the model deficiencies (the final model is never the true model ) ' '
have a noticeable effect in substantive inferences. ( ). Therefore, model evaluation depends on the objective of the analysis i.e. PK " 11 and/or PD models can be used to summarize data (descriptive approach) or to predict trial outcomes (predictive approach). A descriptive model may be used for interpolation purposes within the range of observed values, while a predictive model may be used for simulation clinical trials as it allows interpolation and extrapolation. In the guideline of the European Agency for the Evaluation of Medicinal products (EMEA) on reporting the results of population pharmacokinetic analyses (2006) , it is stated that model evaluation procedures
should be presented to demonstrate that the final model is a sufficiently good description of the data so that the goal(s) of the analysis can be met ( , ) . When a model is used to simulate clinical trial, the methods applied for model evaluation must show that this model can 12 13 allow reasonable extrapolation beyond the observed outcome range. In contrast, more simple evaluation methods can be used for a model that is developped to explain variability with no dosage adjustement recommendation.
Two general approaches can be used to evaluate a population model. The first is internal evaluation, which involves basic or more advanced methods such as data splitting and/or resampling techniques ( ). The second is external evaluation, which requires the 14 availability of an external study (referred to as validation dataset ) to evaluate the model. External evaluation consists of a comparison
between the validation dataset and the predictions obtained by applying the model built on the learning dataset.
Although regulatory authorities stress the need for model evaluation ( , , ) , no consensus exists to date on a general approach 10 12 13 to evaluate a model for population PK or PD analyses, and the FDA even encourages some new approaches to evaluation.
The objectives of the present study were thus to perform a systematic review of published population analyses to survey the different methods currently used to evaluate a PK and/or PD model and assess whether those models were adequately evaluated. This review was done on a large number of articles reporting population PK and/or PD analyses and published between 2002 and 2004 (n 324).
=
The present paper describes the process of article selection from MEDLINE, the building of the data abstraction form (which corresponds to a checklist of items used to extract the relevant information from the articles) and finally the results of the review related to model evaluation.
METHODS

Search strategy
We searched MEDLINE (Pubmed) on April 2005 for all population PK, PK/PD, or PD studies published from 2002 to 2004 by using appropriate keywords (provided in the ). The search was additionally limited to English language and human data . Then based appendix
on the abstract, or if necessary, on the full article, papers were further limited to those dealing with medications or analyses performed on original clinical data. Reviews and methodology articles were excluded.
Data abstraction form building
The methodology used for building the data abstraction form (DAF) was based on the work of Boutron et al ( ), who published 15 several systematic reviews using a checklist of items. The DAF was constructed around a single statistical unit defined as a PK, PD or PK-PD model, rather than the paper itself. The rational was based on the fact that our work mainly focused on describing the quality of published models and techniques used to qualify them, rather than on the quality of published papers.
Several meetings between the 9 co-authors of the paper (who are PK/PD modelers with different backgrounds) were required to establish the DAF. A draft was then tested by the report readers, KB and CD, who used a distinct set of 20 articles selected following the criteria defined above and published before 2002 or after 2004. The articles were examined by both readers, which assisted them in agreeing on the interpretation of different questions and resolving differences in answers. The final version of the DAF used to extract the data is available at: http://www.bichat.inserm.fr/equipes/Emi0357/mentre.html
The DAF was implemented in HTML and PHP languages. PhpMyAdmin (version 2.5.3) software was used, which is a tool written in PHP intended to handle the administration of a Mysql database server. In this way, it was possible to enter interactively the items in the DAF while reading the papers through a clear and easily usable local web interface. Then, at the end of reading, answers were directly transmitted to the Mysql database. All coding was defined in the PHP script. The selected articles were randomly assigned by year of publication to the 2 readers, who then reviewed them with use of the interactive DAF.
The DAF was divided into three different sections in relation with the three types of model evaluation that can be performed: basic internal evaluation, advanced internal evaluation and external evaluation.
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Basic internal evaluation
For basic internal evaluation, we examined whether the authors of the article used goodness-of-fit (GOF) plots, evaluated uncertainty of the parameter estimates and/or studied model sensitivity to outliers.
Goodness-of-fit
Basic internal evaluation of a model consists mainly of GOF plots, which allow for detecting potential bias or problems in the structural model and/or the random effects models. Readers examined whether standard diagnostic plots were performed and/or reported in the articles. 
Uncertainty on parameter estimates
Reliability of the results of the analysis can also be determined by evaluating the precision of parameter estimates from standard errors (SE) or confidence intervals (CI). Readers examined whether SEs and/or CIs were reported for fixed and/or random effects in models.
Readers also examined which methods were used to calculate the SEs and whether SEs were obtained from the Fisher information matrix (the default method in NONMEM and most software) or with log-likelihood profiling ( ) or bootstrap methods.
16
Model sensitivity
Reliability of a model can also be assessed by a sensitivity analysis. Because outliers may have a great impact on population parameter estimates, readers examined whether a sensitivity analysis to outlier data points was conducted. We also checked whether the authors evaluated model sensitivity with respect to some parameters.
Advanced internal evaluation
Advanced internal evaluation of models involves the use of complex techniques such as data splitting, resampling techniques (bootstrap, cross-validation) or Monte Carlo (MC) simulations.
Data splitting
This technique consists of dividing the original dataset into a learning dataset and a validation dataset. The former is used to build the model, while the latter is for validation purposes. The learning dataset can also be called an index or building dataset. For articles that reported data splitting, readers examined whether the allocation of individuals to one dataset or the other involved randomization and whether stratification on covariates was performed to minimize the possible differences between the learning and validation datasets.
Readers then determined whether the model was refined by pooling learning and validation datasets.
Resampling techniques
Bootstrapping is a method of resampling with replacement that has the advantage of using the entire dataset ( ) (in contrast to data 17 splitting, which uses only part of a dataset). For articles describing bootstrapping, readers examined the type of bootstrap technique performed (such as on individuals using the vector of observations and/or with stratification on covariates). Cross-validation can be viewed as a method with repeated data splitting but, like bootstrapping, takes into account all available data ( ). For reports describing 18 cross-validation, readers examined whether a stratification on covariates was described and taken into account for the cross-validation.
Monte Carlo (MC) simulations of datasets
For reports describing MC simulations, readers examined whether the design used to simulate the data produced data consistent with the original dataset. They examined how simulations were performed and whether the uncertainty in population parameter estimates was taken into account and how (i.e., from SE only, from the full covariance matrix or by bootstrap techniques). Readers also examined simulate a new data set from which relevant statistic is computed. In the field of pharmacokinetic-pharmacodynamic, Yano et al. ( ) 11 have extensively evaluated PPC, comparing three different techniques for simulating posterior distribution: (i) a degenerate distribution which simply uses point estimate with probability 1; (ii) the parametric bootstrap described above ( ); (iii) a multivariate normal 21 distribution with mean set to ML estimate and variance to asymptotic covariance matrix provided by the modelling software. Coupled with ML, VPC and PPC have been applied to several different types of PK-PD models, using one of those different techniques described above for simulating posterior distribution ( ). As stated above, since calculation of metrics for PPC may require that simulated data are 22 -30 re-fitted with the model, the readers also checked that last point.
External evaluation
External validation of a model refers to the comparison between a new validation dataset and the predictions obtained with the model built on the learning dataset. The readers examined the differences between the learning dataset used to build the model (sometimes index " or building dataset) and the external validation dataset. More precisely, readers checked whether inclusion criteria, dose regimen or
sampling scheme were the same between the two datasets. They also reported the number of subjects in the validation dataset. Readers checked whether the model was refined, by pooling learning and validation datasets to assess the final model. They also examined whether MC simulations were performed with the model built on the learning dataset to calculate CI or to perform PPC for the evaluation.
Metrics used for model evaluation
The last part of the DAF concerned the metrics used for PK and/or PD model evaluation. These metrics were classified into those based on observations, individual parameters or population parameters. The metrics involved prediction error (PE), PE OBS PRED;
= − standardized prediction error (SPE), SPE PE/standard deviation (SD); absolute prediction error (APE), APE |PE|; mean square = = prediction error (MSE), MSE mean(PE ); and root mean square prediction error (RMSE), RMSE MSE ( , ). Readers also
reported other metrics used to evaluate models and examined whether graphs and/or test results were included in the reports.
Subjective synthesis
A global subjective score was defined to assess the overall quality of the model evaluation for each article. Readers gave a subjective appreciation of three aspects of model evaluation: (1) Was there an attempt to evaluate the model? , (2) Was the choice of the metrics
appropriate? , and (3) Was the model evaluated? , with four possible answers ( No , Poor , Good , Excellent ). Each article was read
thoroughly and all other items in the DAF were recorded before answering these three questions. As these questions constitute a subjective score, it was not possible to have an exact criteria to answer them. However the scoring was performed by the two reviewers using the following guidelines:
For question (1), they answered Poor when only goodness-of-fit graphs (GOF) were performed. They answered Good when basic
internal methods (at least GOF and uncertainty on parameter estimates) or advanced internal methods with metrics were used. Finally, they answered Excellent when advanced methods external model evaluation were used.
" " and Regarding question (2) about the appropriateness of metrics, the reviewers answered Poor for the use of PE, APE, MSE and RMSE,
Good for the SPE and Excellent when graphs and/or tests were performed on the metrics. When the aim of model was to predict
concentrations and the metrics were calculated for concentrations, they answered Excellent regardless of the metrics used.
" "
Regarding question (3), the reviewers considered the purpose of modelling, descriptive or predictive, before giving any judgement. If only basic internal methods were performed, they answered Poor if the aim of modelling was predictive and Good if the objective was
descriptive. They also answered Good when advanced internal methods with metrics were perfomed and Excellent when external model
evaluation with metrics was performed. For all the three questions, the answer No was given when no related item was found in the
report.
Statistical analysis
Once the survey was completed, we exported the mysql database for data mining and statistical analysis in SAS (version 8) and Splus (version 6.2). We used descriptive statistics (mean, median, SD, minimum and maximum values) for continuous variables and frequencies and percentages for categorical variables.
Reproducibility between readers was assessed only for the subjective items of the DAF by use of a random sample of 30 selected articles, which were examined by both readers. We calculated a weighted kappa coefficient (K) for each of the 4 subjective questions. This coefficient takes into account agreement that could occur by chance (expected agreement) and compares it to the observed agreement ( , 32
). Usually, K scores range from < 0. 
General results
Among the 482 articles initially selected, 158 were excluded, resulting in a total of 324 selected articles at the end ( ). Since  Fig. 1 articles could describe more than one PK or PD model, 360 PK models and 118 PD models were available for analysis from the 324 articles selected. A total of 161 and 163 articles were assigned to the two readers (KB and CD, respectively). Among all the models, 68%
were PK models, 23 PK-PD models and 9 PD models.
% %
In 45 of the PK models and 62 of the PD models, model evaluation involved only basic internal methods. Advanced internal % % evaluation with or without basic internal evaluation was reported for 28 of the PK models versus 16 of the PD models. External % % validation was performed for only 7 of the PK models and 8 of the PD models. displays these results by year of publication.
% % Figure 2 No trend in evaluation method was observed from 2002 to 2004.
Basic internal evaluation
All results reported for basic internal evaluation are shown in . Table I Goodness-of-fit GOF plots were said to be used for internal evaluation in 250 (69. ) of the 360 PK models and 77 (65 ) of the 118 PD models. 
Uncertainty on parameter estimates
Concerning reliability of the analyses, SE or CI were reported only for 191 (53 ) of the 360 PK models and 47 (40 ) of the 118 PD % % models. SE or CI were less often reported for random effects (< 30 for the PK or the PD models) than for fixed effects. SE were mainly % obtained from the Fisher information matrix. The other techniques Bayesian method, bootstrap and profile likelihood were less often reported (< 10 for each method for the PK or for the PD models).
%
Model sensitivity
Model sensitivity to data outliers was seldom described for the PK models and never for PD models. When such sensitivity analysis was conducted, the different methods applied were well described. Case deletion diagnostic, allowing computation of studentized residuals and Cook s distance, or Jack-knife analysis, were found in 3 articles ( ). In 2 articles, observations defined as outliers with WRES '
-36
diagnostic plots were reported deleted. Observations were considered as outliers when absolute WRES was above 5 ( , ). Model 37 38 sensitivity analysis with respect to some parameters was reported for 6 PK models for study of the impact of sensitivity of a parameter estimate ( , ). 34 39 -43
Advanced internal evaluation
All results reported for advanced internal evaluation are shown in . Data splitting was more often used than bootstrap and Table II cross-validation. The learning dataset was pooled with the validation dataset to derive a refined model for predictive purposes in about half of the cases. The median ratio between number of subjects in the validation dataset and number in the learning dataset was 0.5 (range 0.02 2.2) for the PK models versus 0.4 (range 0.3 0.4) for the PD models.
--Among the resampling techniques, bootstrap was more frequently performed than cross-validation for the PK models (almost 3 times more), but the two methods were reported in the same proportions for the PD models.
About one-third of the models were evaluated with MC simulations. Twelve PK models and 4 PD models involved VPC; PPC was used for 8 PK models but not for PD models.
External evaluation
All results concerning external evaluation are shown in . External validation was rarely reported as being performed; it was Table III reported for only 24 out of 360 of PK models and 9 out of 118 of PD models. Re-analysis of all data after the validation step, by pooling the learning and validation datasets, was reported for only 3 PK models. The validation dataset included fewer than 50 patients for 13 PK models and for 6 PD models evaluated this way.
MC simulations were used in only 3 PK models: for VPC ( ), for PPC ( ) and with a methodology not clearly reported. VPC was 44 42 reported for one PD model.
Metrics used for model evaluation
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Tests were performed on metrics for observations for 20 (7 ) of the 287 PK models, and graphs were created for 81 (28 ) PE based on observations was reported for internal evaluation in only 5 out of 100 PD models. Another metric based on observations was the coefficient of determination, which measures the agreement between the predictions and the observations weighted by the variance and, like the coefficient of determination in linear regression, tends toward 1 as the fit improves ( ). 48
External evaluation was reported in 24 PK models. Only metrics for observations were used, mostly PE for 9 (38 ) of the 24 PK % models. Tests were performed and graphs shown in 5 (38 ) and 14 (58 ) of the 24 PK models, respectively.
% %
Subjective synthesis
The answers to the three questions of the subjective synthesis are displayed in . The two readers (KB and CD) considered that Figure 3 in most cases, authors attempted to evaluate the PK and/or PD models. However, the answers to the questions confirmed that the methodology chosen to evaluate the model was often inadequate. Finally, the readers considered that model qualification was good or excellent in 28 of the PK models and 26 of the PD models. .
DISCUSSION
Because evaluation of population PK or and/or PD models is an important issue in population modeling, we decided to perform a systematic review of population analyses published between 2002 and 2004 to focus on the different methods used to evaluate such models and to assess whether the models were adequately evaluated.
An exhaustive survey of literature is the only way to obtain an overview of a specific research area. We applied a DAF we developed to extract the relevant information from the selected articles. Because the data abstraction form was implemented in PHP and HTML language, we could perform analysis grid keying while reading through a local web interface, which made the whole process very easy and the extraction of data more reliable.
The results of the survey indicate that authors made no attempt to qualify 27 of the PK models and 35 of the PD models. Since % % basic internal evaluation is the simplest approach for model evaluation, it was unsurprisingly the most frequently used (in 74 of the PK % models vs. 76.3 of the PD models). Such evaluation involved largely GOF plotting, especially graphing of predictions versus % observations.
Among the results of a population analysis, the SEs or CIs of the estimated population parameters are important because they indicate the precision with which the parameters have been estimated. The guideline on reporting the results of population pharmacokinetic analyses of the EMEA recommended that the parameter estimates should be presented for all model parameters, together with their SEs and/or confidence intervals ( ). Similarly, the FDA guideline recommends to check the parameter estimates and their SEs ( ). Despite 12 10 this, SEs or CIs were reported in only about half of the articles and even less papers reported the variance of the random effects (less than one third). When SEs were given in the articles, they were usually obtained from the Fisher information matrix (as it is implemented in most estimation software, especially NONMEM ( )). Standard errors expected from the Fisher information matrix with NONMEM have 11 been shown to be close to the empirical SE obtained by simulation ( ). However, it is not the purpose of the present paper to discuss 49 whether one method (Fisher information matrix, profile likelihood, bootstrap ) is better than another to calculate the SEs or the CIs.
… Sensitivity analysis was rarely described for PK models and never for PD models in our articles published between 2002 and 2004.
Some robust methods of population analysis that allow outliers to be retained without giving them undue weight have been suggested in more general methodology papers ( , ). 50 51
Among the advanced methods for internal model evaluation, data splitting was more often described than resampling techniques. Data splitting is useful for creating a validation dataset to test the predictive performance of the model when it is not practical to collect new data to be used as a validation dataset. However, the predictive accuracy of the model is, in general, a function of the sample size of the Are population PK/PD models adequately evaluated?
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about two-thirds of the entire dataset was used as the learning dataset and the remaining third was used as the validation dataset. The FDA recommends pooling the index and validation datasets to determine a final model if the learning dataset passes the validation procedure (10 ) . This pooling was done in only half of cases. With respect to evaluation techniques based on resampling, bootstrapping was used in about one-third of the models evaluated with advanced methods, whereas cross-validation was seldom used. When the type of bootstrap was indicated, bootstrap on the individual was applied in most cases.
New methods based on MC simulations were proposed to evaluate models. The simplest approach, VPC, is a subjective method that graphically compares observations to model predictions. Evaluation of model adequacy thus depends on the appreciation of the modeller.
A recent tool used for model evaluation, PPC ( ), evaluates the adequacy between the data and the model by comparing a given statistic, 11
computed with the observed data, to its posterior predictive distribution according to the model. Different metrics can be applied with PPC ( ). One method consists of using PPC on observations, by computing for each observation, prediction discrepancies as the percentile of 27 the observation in the whole distribution of predictions ( ). In the present review, VPC and PPC were not often performed for internal 53 model evaluation. Except when posterior distribution is included via a parametric bootstrap which implies refitting simulated datasets, then simulating using parameters estimated on those bootstrapped datasets, this technique is not computationally intensive, so the computational burden is probably not the issue explaining this under-use of PPC since most of the time people chose a degenerate distribution. More likely, the apparent conceptual complexity of PPC and the programming efforts needed to post-process the simulated datasets may still be an obstacle for this method.
External evaluation provides the most stringent method for testing the predictive ability of a developed model ( , ). However, this 10 53 method was rarely described in the articles we reviewed. External validation datasets were often obtained from small studies with less than 50 patients. When external validation was performed, learning and validation datasets were less often pooled to perform a global analysis for external evaluation compared with data splitting. This finding could be expected, since external validation datasets are often different from learning datasets.
Although innovative approaches have been strongly encouraged by the U.S. FDA, few original metrics were reported in our articles.
Evaluation through prediction errors on observations and parameters were the most frequently used metrics for internal and external evaluation of PK and/or PD models. The mean square prediction error and the mean prediction error are indeed easily computed and give an indication of precision and bias, respectively. Few metrics were reported on parameters.
A previous review of 136 articles published between 1977 and 1991 ( ) showed that 26 articles (19 ) described a validation process 9 % on a separate dataset resulting from data splitting (7 of the 26 articles) or from an independent study (external validation; in 3 of the 26
articles. As in the present study, metrics used for model evaluation were performed mainly through concentrations by computing prediction errors or standardized prediction errors.
We observed no differences between the evaluation of parametric and nonparametric methods. However nonparametric methods were only used in 19 models in this survey, which may not be enough to draw meaningful conclusions.
Model evaluation depends on the objective of the analysis. If the purpose of modeling is descriptive (estimation of PK and/or PD parameters, parameter variability, etc.), at least basic internal model evaluation should be performed and GOF plots and SE on the fixed and random effects should be reported. If the aim of modeling is predictive (predictions of concentrations or effects, similar to that used in trial simulation), we recommended advanced internal methods (data splitting, bootstrap, cross-validation, visual predictive check or posterior predictive check), or even better the same methods applied to external datasets.
In our study, inter-observer reproducibility was good for the subjective analysis, irrespective of the question. Both readers considered that model qualification was good or excellent in 28 of the PK models and 26 of the PD models. These results were due to the fact that % % advanced internal and external methods were not sufficiently used to evaluate the PK and/or PD models.
CONCLUSION
In conclusion, it is the first time such a large review of the literature has been done. This survey provides new information on the way PK/PD models are evaluated and shows some possible problems (infrequent reporting of SE for random effects as example). We are however aware that the process of publishing work of PK/PD modeling serves as a filter itself. For example, editorial review or publication acceptance may lead to the disappearance of any trace of GOF plots in certain manuscripts. Therefore in some cases, the adequacy of model evaluation might reflect the publication process more than the modeling process.
Appendices
Key words used in Pubmed for Article selection 8 13 
Figure 1
Screening of the articles selected in Pubmed using exclusion criteria.
Figure 2
Different types of evaluation (none, basic internal only, advanced internal, or external) per date, applied to PK models (left panel) and PD models (right panel).
Figure 3
Answers to the subjective synthesis questions about PK models (left panel) and PD models (right panel) evaluation. The subjective questions were: (1) Was there an attempt to evaluate the model? ; (2) Was the choice of the metrics appropriate? ; (3) Was the model evaluated? .
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